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NOTE OF THE TWENTY-FOURTH MEETING OF THE ENGLISH STONE FORUM HELD 
ON 23rd NOVEMBER  2012  
 
Summary of actions 
 
All Members                  6, 10, 11 

David Bent             2b                                     

Jane Buxey                                   

Peter Doyle                                   

Alison Henry       6, 12, 13, 17                      

Terry Hughes     4                           

Jon Humble                                      

Graham Lott                                 

Eleni Makri                                       

Brian Marker                                 

Michael Poultney                         

Ian Thomas                                    

Chris Wood                                              

Tim Yates                          4, 6,  8,              

 
1. Apologies and Introductions:  
 
Present: Brian Marker, Michael Poultney, Graham Lott, Steve Parry, Tim Yates, Alison 
Henry, Jon Humble, David Bent, Ian Thomas 
 
Apologies: Terry Hughes, Chris Wood, Jane Buxey, Peter Doyle 
 
2. Note of the 23rd meeting held on 17 th April 2012 
 
a) No points of inaccuracy were raised.  
 
b) Matters arising were: 
 
3. TH has invited Emily Tracey from Historic Scotland. She hopes to attend in April 2013 
meeting.  
 
7.b David Bent will report to next meeting regarding the Peak Park Strategy.  
 
11.b. AH reported that a number of stone-related items were included in the November 
edition of EH’s Conservation Bulletin. Thanks to ESF members who contributed.  
 
11.c. Building Conservation Directory – Graham Lott has provided an article.  
 
3. Management issues 
 
GL offered to host a meeting at Keyworth.  
 
4. Links with Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland 
 



Scottish Stone Liaison Group has been incorporated into Historic Scotland. BGS in England 
has had little contact with HS since this time.  
Not much activity from Wales.  
No update from Northern Ireland.  
Tim Yates will speak to TH to see if he has news from these other countries.  
 
 
5. 1 English Heritage Strategic Stone study   
 
The study has reached the end of the initial 4 year period for which there was funding. Data 
has been collected for 34 counties and this has been uploaded to the web–based GIS. This 
is being revised into a new GIS version.  
 
Similarly, all the atlases have been completed (except Cumbria and Lincolnshire) and have 
been uploaded.  
 
EH is commissioning BGS to do complete data collection for Nottinghamshire and to write 
the outstanding atlases for Cumbria and Lincolnshire. This work will be completed this 
financial year.  
 
Once EH’s commitment with the Practical Building Conservation books is complete, EH and 
BGS can consider how to take the project forwards, possibly using HLF funding.  
 
IT suggested that examples of how the SSS has been used would be helpful to illustrate its 
potential. E.g. David Bent explained that the Peak District NP have already identified stone 
slate sources and are now looking at building stone.  
IT has found it useful when trying to find sources of stone for conservation of particular 
buildings.  
 
A discussion on mineral safeguarding followed.  
 
5. 2 BGS Stone Collection and Samples from the Ston e Show 2011 
 
The samples are still at Portland. They have been photographed by BGS but they will not put 
them on website because they no longer have the samples to back them up.  
 
 
6. Proposed book “England’s Stone Buildings”  
 
No report on this. Still waiting for EH commitment to Practical Building Conservation to end. 
TH suggested it could be web-based rather than a book.  
 
Most people still would like to see a book. Doc ESF8-12 is the outline that was agreed. Tim 
Yates to circulate. The book will build on the investment already made in the SSS and the 
contribution from CLG. This may encourage CLG to contribute more. All to look for the 
latest version of the structure/contents and email to Tim.  
 
Suggest meeting at Swindon next time so that those interested could use the NMR. AH to 
ask someone from NMR to give a presentation on using the photo archive.  
 
7 Responses to public consultations   
 
The ESF responded to the Gallagher Aggregates application to extend Hermitage Quarry 
(Kentish Ragstone).  
 
8. Planning system 
 
New Pillough original application (recommended for approval by planners but refused at 
Committee due to local objection) is going to appeal; there will be public enquiry in February.  



A second application which is for a smaller site and reduced extraction has been submitted. It 
is hoped that this will be considered more equitable with the site at Stanton Moor which 
would be relinquished if New Pillough gets permission. However, the New Pillough site is 
contentious locally so there are likely to be objections.  
 
Tim to produce draft letter of support for the New Pillough proposal and for giving up the 
Stanton Moor quarry. Can only comment on principle of maintaining supply of building stone, 
and not on the merits of individual quarries or on the balance between what is given up at 
Stanton Moor and what will be gained at New Pillough. The letter of support is required by 
the end of January. 
 
Ian Thomas and Jon Humble declared an interest.  
 
This raised the issue of stalled ROMPs – no-one has any idea how many of these there are.  
 
9. Sources of funding 
 
Jon Humble reported that, post Olympics, HLF have got lots of money at the moment. 
Hidden Heritage and Heritage at Risk are popular subjects for receiving funding. Also getting 
a lot of help from Countryside Stewardship (Natural England) – helping with Heritage at Risk 
projects.  
 
Ian Thomas described Lower Derwent Valley Landscape Partnership (consortium of c20 
partners). Working on Stage 2 bid. Project will include Equipping People with Skills e.g. 
geology and landscape, lime mortar, masonry. Could bring in c £2m over 5 years.  
 
 
10. Global Heritage Stone Initiative   
 
Brian had circulated notes on this. The Portland Stone paper has been withdrawn from 
Geoconservation Journal following peer review, and submitted to the IGS Journal ‘Episodes’ 
instead, together with a paper on the GHSI. The conference in Portugal received a paper 
which is now being written up  
 
European Geosciences Union General Assembly, 8-12th April 2013, in Vienna: Session on 
GHSI. Abstracts required by 8th January.  Papers will be presented on the initiative and on 
candidate stones. 
 
There has been lots of interest in the GHS initiative. Now is the time to start considering other 
stones of international importance that might be nominated. Need list of candidate stones by 
time of the Vienna meeting.  
 
If ESF wants to assist in the process – need to supply list in the New Year (links with other 
countries in the UK are being explored).  
 
Possible suggestions: Cornish Granite, Lakeland Sandstone 
 
All members to consider candidate stones and forward to Brian as soon as possible.  
 
 
11. Progress on the ESF website ( www.englishstone.org.uk ) 
 
Brief report from TH. Twitter account has growing list of followers which is making the ESF 
more visible.  
 
All to email any interesting links to TH.  
 
 
 
 



12. Articles and papers for magizines and journals 
 
Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology 
 
Special issue on building stone. Expected to form issue 3 in 2013. Also 16 papers are being 
processed for a special publications book expected to be published in about 18 months time.  
 
AH has not made progress with the article for Context on Mineral Safeguarding. She will try 
to contact Chloe Wrightson when she is available after maternity leave.  
 
Jon described how National Character Areas are being reviewed by Jeremey Lake for 
Natural England. Will refer to geodiversity, SSS, etc.  
 
John also referred to the Archaeological Aggregates Resource Assessments – similar to 
SSS, but looking at how archaeology would be harmed by extraction. This was originally 
funded by Aggregates Levy Sustainability fund, but now that has been withdrawn so down to 
ad hoc funding from NHPP. Suggests we should lobby to support this study. Because ALSF 
criteria now no longer apply, it will be possible to include building stones at a later date.  
 
 
13. Conferences 
 
b) Stone Show 2013.  
 
ESF members happy to man a stand and to put together a half day session on Sourcing 
stone: to include role of SSS in mineral safeguarding and in identifying potential stone 
sources for conservation, and identifying and matching stones.  
 
AH will liaise with members and try to draft a programme as this will be needed soon 
by the organisers of the show.  
 
 
14. Other presentations 
 
None 
 
 
15. Forthcoming press announcements 
 
No update on this.  
 
16. Any other business 
 
None 
 
17. Date of the next meeting 
 
Week beginning 25th February or 4th March. AH will look into room bookings at Swindon 
and send round Doodle Poll. 11.30 start.  
 


